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What does a biology prof  & art 
director have to say about climate 
change?









People’s Perspectives on Science Vary



Values Beliefs

Priorities Necessities

Experience Identity

Knowledge



“It's not about scientists delivering 
information to the public, it's about 
scientists forming a relationship with 
the public.”

@thescientish



Science and Art connect us.



Now Opening:
the Art of  a 
Scientist
Connect scientists & artists
Create public engagement
Promote conversation







Art can also 
help us connect 
to more abstract 
science.



Concerns with AI 
& its creation



Art can convey both science’s side 
of  the story, and people’s personal 
experience.









These are complex issues that 
need many perspectives to solve.





Climate Change is a complex 
problem too.



How the Public Sees Climate Change



People are a Central Part to 
Solving Climate Change & 
Understanding Its Impact



People’s Experiences Show Us the 
Impact of  Climate Change



People’s Concerns Show Us the Impact 
of  Its Solutions



How can art-science 
collaborations help us with climate 
change?



We can talk 
about saltwater 
intrusion’s 
impact on the 
land.



Pollution’s 
impact on 
necessary 
wildlife



Developing 
new eco-
friendly 
materials



And what possible 
solutions look like, such as 
this one focused on 
rewilding.



How Can We Create These 
Collaborations?



Where Do We Start?

• It’s okay if  you don’t know what you’re doing
• Talk to people outside of  your field
• Connect with different communities
• Develop a common goal
• Be open-minded & supportive



Thanks for listening!
Questions?
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